Bin, the comparative method is used to analyze the similarities and dissimilarities between them. Both were born in famous families and well educated. Both have bumpy love and marriages. They have similar opinions in family, character, religion and politics, etc. Their seclusion is caused by many factors, such as family, character, politics, religion, love and marriage. There are two main differences between them: one difference is that Dickinson is much influenced by religion while Zhang Ailing is much influenced by politics; the other difference is that Dickinson stays at home and never worries about money all her life while Zhang Ailing wanders from place to place and struggles for life. Nobody is born a hermit. Their seclusion is made gradually.
Introduction
Dickinson was born in Amherst, Massachusetts on December 12, 1830. The Chinese woman writer Zhang Ailing was born in a mansion of Shanghai in September, 1921 . One is famous for novels, and the other is noted for poems. Dickinson 
Talented Women from Famous Families

Descendents from Famous Families
The study of their lives can be traced back to their ancestors. Their grandfathers are both famous persons and they are the descendents from famous families.
Samuel Fowler Dickinson, Dickinson's grandfather, is "a promoter of education, a community leader, a defender of Calvinist orthodoxy. He rose to greatness as a cofounder of Amherst College," (Habegger, 2001 ). Although Samuel is poor and declining later, there is no doubt that his work has brought honor to the whole family. According to Biography of Zhang Ailing by Yu Bin, Zhang Peilun, grandfather of Zhang Ailing is Hanlin Academician, a member of the Imperial Academy at the end of the Qing Dynasty. Li Hongzhang, a famous person in the Qing Dynasty of China, is Zhang Ailing's grandmother's father. When Zhang Ailing was born, her family has declined. When they were small girls, they are overshadowed by the once eminent family and outstanding ancestors. However, their unique characters and talents make themselves recognized and known.
Dickinson and Zhang Ailing are both from famous families. They have their own domestic troubles. The atmosphere of Dickinson's home is anxious and she doesn't have an intimate relationship with her mother. Habegger mentions great anxiety of the family, especially his father's anxiety in Chapter Five in the Life of Emily Dickinson. At that time Emily Dickinson learns to leave private room for her mother and tries not to bother her. In this way she learns to be independent and loses the chance to develop an intimate relationship with her mother. In Biography of Zhang Ailing, Yu Bin describes Zhang Ailing's relationship with her mother and father with the two phrases: "intending to love her mother" and "not 
Good Education
Natural gift comes from heredity and is a gift from God. It is just like a good 
Bumpy Love or Marriage
Dickinson's love is a mystery, which causes many guesses and researches. In 
Gradual Seclusion
Nobody was born a hermit. Getting together and communicating are human nature. Communication is a good way for people to help and support each other. (Habegger, 2001) . Then what kind of internal and external factors make her stay at home? The internal factor is her character and her family and the external factor is the vigorous religious awakening movement.
Dickinson's family members, esp., her father will be anxious when she comes back late, so she begins to refuse friends' invitation, reduces the chances of going out- They do not have the same choices with her and maybe she feels betrayed by the most inmate family members. This is a crack in her closely interwoven family relationship. Habegger mentions in Chapter Eleven that family pressure is one of the reasons that make her live in solitude later, which is agreed by the author of this paper. In a word, the three factors-character, family and religion contribute to her seclusion. Nobody is a born hermit. Neither is Zhang Ailing. Although she is detached and aloof because of heredity and family, she participates in some social activities from the early age to her American husband's passing away. Zhang Ailing makes some friends in her early age and lives with her aunt before leaving Shanghai. She takes part in some activities after she becomes famous. In America she also has some social activities. All these information can be found in the book by Yu Bin. In short, Zhang Ailing's seclusion is caused by many factors: family, character, politics and bumpy marriages. She turns from the outside world to the inner world and her introspective seclusion is formed at last.
Conclusion
"Since 1972 she (Zhang Ailing) settled in Los Angeles and cut off communications with the outside world" (Yu, 2013 tude. There are many similarities between the two women writers. Both of them were born in a famous family; they are well educated; they love language and do not like politics; both have bumpy love and marriages; they pays attention to the essence of war and their works focus on human nature rather than didactic tendency. There are two main differences between them. One difference is that Dick- 
